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like it?
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Can the detection of any dialogue behavior be automated at low-cost?
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LLM

A response is repetitive if: 
- it repeats something from earlier in the 
dialogue 
- it includes asking a question whose 
answer has been already shared 

If any part of the response is repetitive, then 
it should be labeled as repetitive. 

Note that sometimes repetition is useful, 
such as for emphasis, acknowledgement, 
clarification, or elaboration, and in these 
cases it should NOT be labeled as 
repetitive.
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Empathetic

1. Speaker 1: Yes, I told you so.
2. Speaker 2: Cool! Personally, I think school can be pretty 
frustrating, but I do love learning new things, and a lot of my 
teachers are great. What about you? Do you like school?
3. Speaker 1: More or less. Doing activities like talking to a 
robot is great, but doing assignments are tired. I've been 
spending the past week doing homework.

Is this an empathetic response by Speaker 2:

Speaker 2: I understand, it can definitely be stressful. What 
would you change about your school, if you could?

A response is empathetic when Speaker 2 does ONE of the 
following: 
- clearly demonstrates an understanding of Speaker 1’s 
emotions 
- reacts with the appropriate sentiment or emotion to 
Speaker 1’s shared experience 
- understands or appropriately reacts to Speaker 1’s 
experience or emotions 
- appropriately reassures, encourages, or supports 
Speaker 1

29

Commonsense Violation

1. Speaker 1: Do you know any other states beside Florida?
2. Speaker 2: Yes, there are a few other states that border florida, 
such as texas, louisiana, mississippi, alabama, georgia, and 
tennessee.
3. Speaker 1: What state are you from?

If this were the next response in the dialogue, would it 
contradict commonsense:

Speaker 2: I'm from the state of new york. I was born and raised 
there, but my family moved to florida when I was a baby.

To identify contradictions of commonsense, judge whether a 
vast majority of people would agree that the response doesn’t 
make sense because the response: 
- contradicts common knowledge 
- makes unfounded assumptions 
- is highly illogical or self-contradictory 
- asks a question where the answer is already obvious 

Do NOT mark responses that don’t make sense because they: 
- are off-topic or irrelevant as responses 
- don’t have any clear meaning (e.g. overly vague or ill-formed 
responses)
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Classifier outperforms GPT for minority of behaviors
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Classifier (EPITOME) predicts >80% of responses as 
empathetic, whereas Humans label <40% as 
empathetic

Low precision!
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GPT more capable of detecting many behaviors than supervised classifiers!
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GPT exhibits success even for behaviors currently without supervised classifiers!
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Commonsense Violation

GPT Reasoning

39

Speaker 1: Do you like historical dramas?
Speaker 2: Yes, I do! I love historical dramas! I especially like the ones set in 
the middle ages.
Speaker 1: Which is your favorite?
Speaker 2: My favorite is "the shawshank redemption" by martin scorsese. 
It's a classic!
Speaker 1: I love that movie. It is very interesting.
Speaker 2: That's true! I think it's interesting that the film was inspired by 
the real-life events that happened in the early 1900s.
Speaker 1: Have you ever been to prison?

Speaker 2: No, I've never been in prison. I've always wanted to go to prison, 
though.

Reasoning: The response "I've always wanted to go to prison, though" 
contradicts common knowledge and is highly illogical. It is not a normal 
desire for someone to want to go to prison. Therefore, it would contradict 
commonsense.

Decision: [YES]
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● 40 failure examples from GPT for each dialogue behavior

● Categorized failure cause based on outputted reasoning
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Lack of world and semantic knowledge is leading source of errors



Lack of Intelligence
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Inexperience
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Context management issues also contribute substantially to GPT failures



Context Management
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History Forgetfulness Selective Attention
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Tendency to stray from intended behavior definitions also hinders performance 



Instruction Following
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Exhaustive Definition Mismatch



● Systematic failures enable targeted mitigation strategies for improvement

○ Context Management: windowed context, turn pairing

○ Instruction Following: in-context examples

Key Takeaways
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● GPT is competitive to existing classifiers, surpassing several in performance!

● Promising potential of GPT to perform behavior detection at low-cost
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● GPT is competitive to existing classifiers, surpassing several in performance!

● Promising potential of GPT to perform behavior detection at low-cost

● Gap between automatic methods and humans for behavior detection



Paper: https://github.com/emorynlp/GPT-ABCEval/blob/main/paper.pdf  

GitHub: https://github.com/emorynlp/GPT-ABCEval 

Contact Info: 

sfillwo@emory.edu 

https://www.emorynlp.org 

Thank you! Questions?
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https://github.com/emorynlp/GPT-ABCEval/blob/main/paper.pdf
https://github.com/emorynlp/GPT-ABCEval
https://www.emorynlp.org

